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1. Aim of this tool
—  Its schema

2. Features we need

3. Features we need to clarify and discuss
—  Arquitecture, Query Lenguage

4. This is already done
—  Code

5. R-GMA



Aim of this tool

Build a tool able to provide Grid Information considering:

1. It must be protocol independent

It has to be flexible enough to contain the already existing
        protocols and eventually future ones

2. This must be done transparent for the user

3. It must be easy to used

Easy implementation and installation for the user 
and at the same time attractive for developers

 



Schema of this tool

LDAP R−GMA ............. ..............

IS API

I need to learn SQL or XML or....

LDAP SQL ??? ???
Query Lenguage Query Lenguage Query Lenguage Query Lenguage

SQLtoLDAP SQLto... SQLto...? ? ? ?



Features we need

•  Activation of dynamic libraries during running time into the general 
API. dlopen will be therefore needed

�

It was already test and working good

�

SEAL group has created something similar, environment  
independent

•  Translator between different query lenguages

•  Configuration file given by the user to pass info to the system 

�

Done for ldap and working properly
  



We must not forget

•  How the format of the config file should be

Query lenguage: wait some slides

•  Where to install the tool

UI for sure, WN probably

•  At what level?

User level, system manager level, site level?

  



Arquitecture

  

Query
Add
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.........
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InfoFromLDAP InfoFromRGMA InfoFrom....

IS

........ ........ .........

dlopen_classConfigBuffer

Translators

LDAPImplementation R−GMAImplementation ......Implementation

•  Query more than BDII?  � Problems with R-GMA
•  Way of printing � now asClassAd but



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

•  Protocols we are first installing: 

LDAP speaking ldap
RGMA speaking SQL
Other protocols speaking.... 

•  Now we have to decide one of them:

LDAP: descredited
Relation basedate lenguages: SQL
XML data bases lenguage: XQuery

To decide one or other lenguage we must consider the scope 
of the tool 

  



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

Two different aspects to consider:

1. Query Lenguage: Each protocol needs a certain query lenguage

R-GMA � � �   SQL
LDAP    � � �   LDAP

2. Schema: Each protocol names the elements in a different way

R-GMA � � �  GLUE Schema
LDAP    � � �  LDAP GLUE Schema

BUT: No matter the translator we use: SQL2LDAP, XQUERY2SQL, 
XPATH2LDAP...... they will translate the query lenguages but NEVER
the schema. This problem remains and the only solution is to make an 
internal parsing 

 



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

Example:

Suppose we force the user to use SQL as query lenguaje:

Select URI FROM ServiceStatus ORDER BY
ServiceStatus.URI DESC

At this point he decides he wants as protocol LDAP

  We therefore use SQL2LDAP into the code

  THIS WILL NOT WORK

Because the Schema is not the same and the translator does not 
translate it

 



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

Solution:

1. We make the parsing

2. As a first stage we assume the user knows the schema

Now the “only problem” remaining is the query lenguage

 



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

Two group of query lenguages

•  Those from relational databases: SQL
•  Those from XML databases: Xquery, Xpath

Before deciding let's see the scope of the tool:

1. In case of a easy request: “Give me all CEs from production”

Very easy with a query lenguage derived from XML:

<query>
<object>objectclass=GlueCE</objectclass>
<attribute1>the first attribute</attribute1>
<attribute2>the second attribute</attribute2>
</query>



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

The user will used a delivered library to get the values from a 
based on-xml file

2. In case of such a request: “Give me all CE with a number of 
CPUS larger that 140 which have now running less that 6 jobs 
and a waiting list of less that 2 jobs taking into account that my 
jobs must run only in long queues, so please be sure that you are 
giving me that CE which such a queue.”   

Maybe it is completely wrong but it can be quite complicate to 
write with xml and not sure it will be efficient enough. 



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

Last request with SQL:

SELECT GlueCE.CPUs, GlueCE.RunningJobs, 
GlueCE.WaitingsJobs  FROM GlueCE WHERE
GlueCE.CPUs>140 AND
GlueCE.RunningJobs < 4 AND
GlueCE.WaitingJobs < 6
ORDER BY Glue.RunningJobs DESC

1. More intuitive and easier to program
                               
2. Before making plans for future protocols, what we have at this 
moment is LDAP and RGMA. Using SQL, the 50% of the work is 
done



Problem to discuss: Query Lenguage

��� �� �� � �� �� � �	 
�� � � � �  �� �� � 	 
��

.... Assuming the schema problem is solved:

Let the user make the following config file (for example):

SHOW attribute1
SHOW attribute2
SHOW attribute3
SOURCE objectclass
CONDITIONS attribute1=x AND attribute2>y 
PROTOCOL RGMA� � � � �� 	 
 
�� � � � 	 � � �� � � 	 � � � � � �� 	 �� �

Easy for the user
NO needed to know any query lenguage
No matter future protocols



CODE

Already done: 
1. Implementation of LDAP
2. General testing program (base of the general API)
3. dlopen included
4. Configuration file for ldap included

1. Implementation of LDAP:
InfoFromLDAP.hh & InfoFromLDAP.cpp

WP1 implementation used:

• We make our own LDAP implementation

• We frish that of WP1: Why?



CODE

InfoFromLDAP.hh

#include “AllInfo.hh”

class InfoFromLDAP: public AllInfo{

public:

InfoFromLDAP();
   virtual ~InfoFromLDAP();

virtual void query(string, string, 
vector<string>, int);
}



CODE

InfoFromLDAP.cpp

#include “LDAPQuery, LDAPSynchConnection, 
LDAPForwardIterator”
#include “dlfcn.f”
#include “InfoFromLDAP.hh”

void InfoFromLDAP::query(string host, string 
filter, vector<string> attributes, int port){
              It  makes the whole query 
including printing
}
extern "C" AllInfo* create(){
  return new InfoFromLDAP;
}
extern "C" void destroy(AllInfo* a){
  delete a;
}

Forced by
dlopen



CODE

AllInfo.hh

class AllInfo{

public:

  virtual void query(string host, string filter, 
vector<string> attributes, int port) = 0;

};

typedef AllInfo* create_t();
typedef void destroy_t(AllInfo*);



CODE

ConfigBuffer.hh

class ConfigBuffer {

public:
void show_map();
 string get_attribute_value (const string& 
Attribute);
  REsult set_attribute_value(const string& 
Attribute, const string& Value);
  REsult create_new_attribute(const string& 
Attribute);
  int populate_from_config(const string& 
filename); 

};

Exceptions are included



CODE

ConfigBuffer .cpp

{
Implementation of those methods

}

parser.conf

 host = tbed0101.cern.ch  

 port = 2170

 information_index = mds-vo-name=local,o=grid

 timeout = 30



CODE

General.cpp

ConfigBuffer *theconfigfile = new 
ConfigBuffer("/afs/cern.ch/user/p/pmendez/APIs/pa
rser.conf");
  
  theconfigfile->show_map();
  string port = theconfigfile-
>get_attribute_value("port");
  const char* portchar = portstr.c_str();
  int port = atoi(portchar);

    Inclusion of attributes from command line

  



CODE

General.cpp
void *InfoFromLDAP = dlopen("libldapis.so",
RTLD_LAZY);
  if(!InfoFromLDAP){
    cout<<"Cannot load library: "<<dlerror() 
<<endl;
    return 1;
  }
  create_t* create_infoldap = 
(create_t*)dlsym(InfoFromLDAP,"create");
  destroy_t* destroy_infoldap = 
(destroy_t*)dlsym(InfoFromLDAP,"destroy");
  if (!create_infoldap || !destroy_infoldap){
    cout<<"Cannot load symbols: 
"<<dlerror()<<endl;
    return 1;
  }
  

  



CODE

General.cpp
  

AllInfo *ldapinfo = create_infoldap();
ldapinfo->query(host,filter,attributes,port);
destroy_infoldap(ldapinfo);
dlclose(InfoFromLDAP);

}

  



R-GMA
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R-GMA

  


